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What a place to call home! Set on a beautiful 890sqm block, this one is all about space, inside and out. With two living

areas and spacious everything, this is one you must see!INSIDEWe're talking about some terrific living areas here, but

don't just read my words; check it out on the floor plan in the photo collection. It's immensely practical. The kitchen is a

great design, and we've got heaps of workspace and room to move in this great part of the home. The kitchen features a

breakfast bar and overlooks the main living area. It's a very inclusive design that brings everyone together. At the front of

the home is the lounge room, a vital part of life when you've got kids living their best life at full volume everywhere else. It

can be partly closed off from the main living area to give you some solitude. We all like a home where people can be

together, but sometimes you just need a bit of not-so-together time... The formal dining room is lovely, but depending on

how you live, you could convert it to a scullery or butler's pantry without too much difficulty. The bedrooms are huge here,

with the master bedroom featuring two built-in robes and a great ensuite bathroom. All of the other bedrooms have

built-in robes and plenty of space for larger furniture styles. They're way bigger than average! OUTSIDEThe outdoor

living here is just superb. The pool and spa area are brilliant, and there' so much to love about what is on offer out here.

The gazebo and patio are sure to see pretty much non stop action through summer, and are a real highlight of this already

very appealing property. The lawns and gardens are lovely and the patio adjacent to the house provides a great place to sit

on those summer nights without getting drenched in the splash zone alongside the pool. The big double garage is

substantially bigger than average and provides plenty of parking and room for all the hobby stuff too. WHERE IT IS So

remarkably close to everything! We've got super quick access to Albany Highway, and that takes you everywhere. Not far,

the other way is Tonkin Highway so access to the airport is as easy as can be. There's East Maddington Primary School just

around the corner and you'll find that pretty much everything you need for modern life is very close by. WHAT NEXT?Hit

the EMAIL AGENT button on the Contact section of this webpage and we'll be in touch to set up a time so you can see it

for yourself. 


